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Executive Suimnarv

Tests were conducted at the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST, formerly the National Bureau of Standards) to evaluate a single solution

circuit cycle for use with nonazeotropic refrigerant mixtures. These tests

were performed on the NIST breadboard heat pump, an easily reconfigured,

heavily instrumented, water-to-water heat pump system. For this cycle a

variable speed, liquid refrigerant (solution circuit) pump was added in

parallel to the normal refrigerant compressor.

The addition of the solution pump allows the cycle to operate with heavy

flooding into an accumulator instead of complete evaporation resulting in a

reduction of the available temperature glide of the nonazeotropic refrigerant

depending on the pump speed. This allows matching of the refrigerant glide

to that of the heat source, thus theoretically increasing cycle efficiency.

The flooding refrigerant is separated in the accumulator; the liquid and

vapor are returned to the condenser by the solution pump and the compressor,

respectively.

The application studied in this report was one in which glide is adjusted to

match the heat source as discussed above and, simultaneously, the refrigerant

composition is shifted to allow load matching and elimination of the cycling

losses. With a normal vapor compression cycle it is impossible to do both

simultaneously because glide in this use is a function of composition.

Since the single solution circuit cycle can only reduce, not increase,

glide, a refrigerant mixture of very high glide, R22/R11, was chosen for
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this study to allow glide matching over as wide a composition range as possible.

The ability of the single solution circuit to match glides was demonstrated.

Because of the nonlinearity of two-phase enthalpy as a function of temperature

of the high glide refrigerant mixture chosen, the potential efficiency

improvement over a pure refrigerant was not realized. The maximum efficiency

improvement over pure R22 was only 19% as compared to a 32% improvement

measured in a previous study at the same conditions [3] with a more linear

refrigerant mixture. This nonlinearity is inherent in high glide binary

refrigerant mixtures. It is recommended that more linear mixtures be used

for such applications in the future.

It was found that composition shifting to match reduced loads and thereby

reduce cycling losses to the extent possible with the mixture R22/R11 is not

an efficient control strategy. This was because at light loads the fixed

compressor losses, due to friction, become a higher percentage of the total

capacity. Composition shifting to increase capacity for low temperature

heat pump operation remains highly reconimended.

The single solution circuit cycle appears to be best suited to applications

in which glide varies with load and in which the glide is relatively high at

full load. Modulating capacity to match light loads would best be provided

by conventional means (variable speed or cyclic compressor operation)

instead of composition shifting.
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Abstract

Tests were conducted at the National Institute of Standards and Technology

(formerly the National Bureau of Standards) to evaluate a single solution

circuit cycle for use with nonazeotropic refrigerant mixtures. The single

solution circuit cycle incorporates a liquid refrigerant pump in parallel

with a compressor. This allows separate control of refrigerant composition

to match load and of refrigerant temperature change (glide) in the two-phase

region to match the heat source or sink temperature glide. Load matching by

composition shifting to match light loads to the extent possible with the

tested mixture (R22/R11) was found to be an inefficient air conditioning

mode control strategy. Nonlinearity of enthalpy vs. temperature in the two-

phase region of the R22/R11 limited the efficiency gains possible by glide

matching to a 19% improvement over pure R22. The cycle did function as

intended, allowing glide matching over a wide composition change. It is

felt that with a more linear refrigerant, substantial efficiency gains over

the normal vapor compression cycle would be possible for applications in

which the heat source and sink glides vary substantially with load.

Key words: air conditioning; capacity modulation; heat pumping; non-

azeotropic refrigerants; refrigeration cycles; refrigerant mixtures; single

solution circuit; vapor compression cycle
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1 . Introduction

Two ways in which nonazeotropic refrigerant mixtures have been used to

improve the efficiency of air conditioners and heat pumps are glide matching

[1, 2, 3] and composition shifting [4, 5]. Glide matching improves cycle

efficiency by matching the glide (temperature change in the two-phase

region) of a nonazeotropic refrigerant mixture to the temperature change

(glide) of a sensible heat source or sink fluid (such as air or brine) as it

passes through the heat exchanger. Composition shifting changes the

composition of the refrigerant by distillation resulting in a change in

system capacity. For the application discussed in this report this should

improve system efficiency by reducing cycling at low loads. In the case of

heat pumps, composition shifting can be used to increase capacity and reduce

the need for resistance heat at low heat source temperatures.

At a given pressure, there are only two compositions at which a binary

nonazeotropic refrigerant mixture will have a specific glide. That is, it

is not generally possible to use composition shifting to match load and

simultaneously match the heat source or sink temperature glide. The single

solution circuit cycle [6, 7] tested in this report was intended to overcome

this difficulty by making it possible to adjust the glide at a given

composition from near zero to the maximum possible for the mixture used.

The single solution circuit cycle is shown schematically in Figure 1. It

consists of a liquid pump in parallel with a normal compressor. Glide is

reduced by allowing heavy flooding into an accumulator instead of allowing

evaporation to proceed to saturation at the dew point temperature. The

1



liquid and vapor components of the flooding refrigerant are separated in the

accumulator and are pumped to the condenser by, respectively, a solution

pump and compressor.

j

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the single solution circuit cycle.

Since the single solution circuit cycle was intended to be used with

composition shifting and is capable of reducing (but not increasing) glide

it was felt that it should be used with a nonazeotropic refrigerant mixture

of which the composition could easily be changed by distillation and which

had a higher glide than would normally be desired. These characteristics

are consistent. Mixtures of refrigerants which are far apart in boiling

points are easily separated by distillation and have high glides. The

mixture selected was of R22 (atmospheric saturation temperature of -41.5'’F)

and Rll (atmospheric saturation temperature of 74.5®F). The maximum glide
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of this mixture at atmospheric pressure is approximately 68 "F.

The tests were conducted using the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) breadboard heat pump. This is a heavily instriomented

water-to-water heat pump with a dynamometer-driven open compressor. The

tests were conducted at temperatures simulating air conditioning operation.

Composition shifting was not obtained by hardware included in the cycle but

was simulated by charging the system to a desired concentration.

In addition to the single solution circuit cycle, the effect of heat

exchange between condensed refrigerant and evaporating refrigerant throughout

the length of the evaporator on COP was also studied [3, 8].

It was found that the anticipated gain in low load efficiency by using

composition shifting to achieve very low capacities could not be obtained

because of compressor mechanical losses which become relatively high at low

capacities. The high glide refrigerant that was chosen resulted in diminished

glide matching gains (a 19% improvement over pure R22 was observed) as a

result of nonlinearity of its enthalpy as a function of temperature in its

two-phase region (in comparison to a 32% improvement previously observed [3]

with another mixture). It is felt, however, that this cycle shows promise for

applications in which glide varies with load when used with a more linear

refrigerant mixture and with conventional part load control methods.
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2 . Background

A phase (temperature vs. composition) diagram for a nonazeotropic mixture at

a fixed pressure is shown in Figure 2. Following a condensation process,

superheated vapor at point "a" is cooled to the dew point "b”
,
where it begins

to condense. Throughout the two phase region, liquid and vapor compositions

will differ. At a point "c" in the two phase region these compositions, x£

and Xv» ^^7 found by drawing an isotherm as shown. The refrigerant is

completely condensed at the bubble point "d" and subcooled at point "e”.

COMPOSITION

Figure 2: Gliding temperature during phase change for a nonazeotropic mixture.
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Composition shifting is achieved by taking advantage of the differing Liquid

and vapor compositions in the two-phase region. In the condensation example

just given, the vapor in equilibrium with point "d" is greatly enriched in

the more volatile component. This could be drawn off, condensed, and

stored resulting in enrichment of the refrigerant remaining in circulation

in the system with the high boiling component. A shift in the opposite

direction could be achieved by storing liquid refrigerant in an accumulator

at the outlet of the evaporator (point *'b”).

The concept of glide matching is shown on temperature vs. entropy coordinates

in Figure 3 for the case of infinitely large heat exchangers. A Carnot

cycle. Figure 3a, consists of two isentropic processes and two isothermal

heat exchanges. Isothermal fluids that could be used in an approximation of

such a cycle would be those that do not change temperature in the two phase

region such as steam, pure refrigerants, and azeotropic mixtures of refrigerants.

The inefficiency of this cycle, when the heat source and sink are sensible

fluids (these that change temperature with the addition or removal of heat)

such as air or water, is indicated by the cross-hatched area.

In the Lorenz cycle, Figure 3b, it is assumed that the refrigerant is a

sensible fluid such as a nonazeotropic refrigerant mixture. All heat

exchanger inefficiency is eliminated when the refrigerant glides match the

heat source and sink glides as shown by the absence of cross-hatched areas.

Actual nonazeotropic refrigerants are not perfectly linear in entropy (or

enthalpy) as a function of temperature. Example, nonlinear refrigerants are
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Figure 3: Carnot and Lorenz cycle representations.
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shown in Figures 3c and 3d. This nonlinearity introduces inefficiency as

again represented by cross-hatching. A mixture in which the more volatile

component is predominant will be concave with pinch points on the ends of

the heat exchange process in the evaporator but within the condensing

process, as shown in Figure 3c. A mixture in which the less volatile

component is predominant will be convex with pinch points within the

evaporator, and at the ends of the condenser, as shown in Figure 3d. Nonlinear

refrigerant mixtures may have use in processes using nonlinear heat sources

such as air dehumidification or ice-making applications.

Figures 3e and 3f indicate the inefficiencies and the location of the pinch

points when using mixtures that have too little (undergliding) or too much

(overgliding) glide. The overgliding case is of interest for this study as

the base case before operation of the single solution circuit cycle's

solution pump. The solution circuit can be used to reduce the glide so that

matching occurs as given in Figure 3b.

From temperature -entropy considerations, glide matching can be seen to be

paramount for highest theoretical efficiency. Glide is normally set by load

requirements. As can be seen in Figure 2, a binary refrigerant will be able

to match a specific glide less than its maximum at two compositions, one on

each side of that composition producing the maximum glide. This is emphasized

in Figure 4. Cycle efficiency (COP) is expected, therefore, to be at a

maximum at the two concentrations where glide matching occurs, and less

elsewhere as a result of either excessive or insufficient glide (Figure 5).

7
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Figure 5: Theoretical COP vs. composition.
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Figure 6: Theoretical volumetric capacity vs. composition.

VOLUMETRIC CAPACITY, Btu per Compressor Revolution

Figure 7: Theoretical COP vs. volumetric capacity.
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The single solution circuit cycle can provide glide matching in areas of

intrinsic overgiiding as shown by the dotted line in Figure 5. The volumetric

capacity can be expected to vary substantially linearly from one pure

component to the other as shown in Figure 6. Figures 5 and 6 can be cross-

plotted to provide a curve of expected efficiency vs. volumetric capacity

for load modulation in a constant heat source and sink temperature glide

application (Figure 7). The drop in mid-range efficiency shown in Figure 7

(as in Figure 5) results from excessive glide and can be eliminated (as

shown in Figures 5 and 7 by a dotted line) by use of the single solution circuit

cycle

.

As previously discussed, in this cycle the evaporation process is halted at

the optimum temperature glide. The effect of partial evaporation and

condensation when starting with an overgiiding refrigerant mixture for the single

solution circuit cycle is shown in Figure 8. In the condenser of a conventional

vapor compression cycle, refrigerant would enter as superheated vapor, point

”a"

,

and be condensed at the bubble point, point ”c", where a pinch point

occurs (as shown in Figure 3f )

.

In the single solution circuit cycle, two

phase refrigerant will enter the condenser at point ”b" and the cycle will be

otherwise the same. In the vapor compression cycle refrigerant will enter

the evaporator flashing to point "f" and will leave at the dew line, point

"d”. In this case, the pinch point is at the evaporator outlet point "d” as

shown in Figure 3f. Therefore, the low quality refrigerant leaving the

evaporator in the single solution circuit cycle will also be at the point

"d" temperature when glide matching occurs. The entering condition in the

single solution circuit cycle will be at point "e". The evaporator pressure

10



will be higher for the single solution circuit cycle than for the normal

Vdpoj. compression cycle.

An additional cycle modification studied in this project was heat exchange

between the refrigerant leaving the condenser and the refrigerant in the

evaporator in counterflow throughout the length of the evaporator [3, 8].

This liquid line subcooling decreases flashing entering the evaporator which

results, for nonazeotropic mixtures, in a lower average evaporator temperature

at the same pressure, or in the same evaporator temperature at a higher pressure

(and hence, higher efficiency).

Figure 8: Temperature vs, composition diagram comparison of single solution

circuit and vapor compression cycles.
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3. Test Apparatus

A detailed description of the apparatus and its instrumentation is given in

[3], The system works as a water- to-water heat pump. The evaporator,

including its water loop, is surrounded by a calorimeter box. The primary

measure of capacity is the sum of the electrical heat within the calorimeter

box (pumps and resistance heaters) and the heat gain through the calorimeter

wall. Condenser heat is rejected to the environment through a heat exchanger

to the building brine loop. The system employs a positive displacement

compressor designed for refrigerant R22, driven by a variable speed motor

through a shaft djmamometer. The compressor is cooled by its suction vapor.

All tests described in this report were performed using the evaporator

configuration of the breadboard heat pump with the highest overall heat

transfer coefficient (described as configuration 4 in [3]).

The breadboard heat pump used for a previous study [3] at NIST was modified

to the single solution circuit cycle by installing a liquid pump connecting

the evaporator with the condenser. Figure 9 shows in detail the solution

circuit portion of the cycle. The pump is fed by liquid refrigerant from an

accumulator at the outlet of the evaporator. A sight glass was installed

at the pump inlet to observe the liquid stream into the pump. The liquid line

coming from the condenser and the pump line exchange heat in a compact heat

exchanger. A differential pressure gauge is attached in the pump line to

determine the pressure loss in this heat exchanger. There are thermocouples

at the inlet and outlet of the pump, the inlet and outlet and in the middle

of the compact heat exchanger and before the inlet to the condenser.

12
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Figure 9: Schematic detail drawing of the as- installed single solution

circuit cycle.

Since the liquid in the accumulator is at saturation it was necessary to

raise the height of the accumulator to create sufficient static head

pressure (approximately five feet) to overcome pressure drop in the connecting

piping so as to prevent cavitation at the pump inlet. The pump discharge

line is equipped with a sight glass, a flow meter, and a check valve to

prevent gas from flowing back through the pump line when the pump is not

being used. In addition, the pump line has check valves in the pump body

and manual valves to shut off the line. The pump is a reciprocating, dual

plunger, positive displacement diaphragm pump using oil to impart energy

from the plungers to two flexible, balanced diaphragms which in turn create

pumping action. The diaphragms are driven by a worm gear to eccentric to

plunger to oil to diaphragm drive.
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It is also possible to run the refrigerant in the pump line first through a

third passage of the condenser coil and then to the inlet of the condenser.

A more detailed description of the third passage is given in [3]. This

configuration was not used for these test runs. In the liquid line it is

possible to bypass the compact heat exchanger. This was always done when

the system was run in the vapor compression cycle mode. A sketch of the new

pump line is given in Figure 9.

4. Test Procedure

The nonazeotropic refrigerant mixture R22/R11 was chosen for these tests.

Tests were conducted at 5300, 9000, and 16500 Btu/hr evaporator capacity. All

mixture tests with less than 30% of R22 in the mixture were done at 9000 Btu/hr

capacity since, for a higher capacity, the speed of the compressor and the system

pressure drops would have been excessive. For these same reasons, pure Rll

was tested at the still lower capacity of 5300 Btu/hr. Otherwise, the constant

heat flux comparability criterion as recommended in [9] was followed (i.e.,

constant heat flux per unit area of the evaporator)

.

The water temperatures for the heat sink and the heat source were kept

constant for all tests. The water temperatures were 82 ®F (~28*C) and 117“F

(~47®C) entering and leaving the condenser, respectively, and 80“F (=27“C) and

55 ®F (=13 ®C) entering and leaving the evaporator, respectively. For

constant capacity and a given temperature glide in the heat exchanger, the

mass flow rate in the water loops is, consequently, also fixed. The

compressor speed had to be adjusted for each test to meet the required

constant capacity criterion as the mixture composition was changed.
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The test series were started with pure Rll. The overall composition in the

system was changed by adding pure R22. The first tests after each change of

the total composition were in the vapor compression mode. This cycle gives

the highest temperature glide for the refrigerant through the evaporator.

The temperature glide, when greater than the water glide, was then decreased

by employing the solution circuit pump. The expansion device was opened to

allow a higher flow rate (needed because of the higher solution pump speed)

but to still maintain subcooling after the condenser. Subcooling was

checked by the disappearance of bubbles in the sight glass after the

condenser. The temperature glide in the evaporator was decreased in small

intervals from test to test by increasing the pump speed to find the point

of maximum COP. Also, the compressor speed had to be adjusted for each test

as a result of the changing capacity resulting from changes in glide

matching as a result of variation in solution pump speed.

Tests were run with the system charged throughout the whole composition

range from pure Rll to pure R22. The sampling procedure for determining

mixture composition (by gas chromatography) for the vapor compression cycle

is described in reference [3]. For the single solution circuit cycle

additional liquid samples were taken before the expansion device and in the

pump line after the solution pump. Special sample bottles had to be

designed and built for this purpose. These bottles consist of two cylinders,

a very small one to take the liquid sample and a large one to evaporate the

liquid by expanding pressure into superheated vapor. These cylinders are

connected by valves. At least two samples were taken at each line to

15



validate the result of the gas chromatograph. It was very important to

remove all refrigerant from the sample bottle lines before connecting them

to the gas chromatograph since refrigerant Rll tended to remain in these

lines. To obtain accurate measurements it was also necessary to clean these

bottles frequently. Oil was brought into the bottles by the liquid refrigerant.

Since Rll is more soluble in oil than R22, this would have affected the

analyses resulting in erroneously high Rll values had the bottles not been

regularly cleaned of oil.

5. Error Analysis

An error analysis has been conducted for the equation used to compute the

efficiency of the system. The efficiency is given by

Capacity of Evaporator
COP

Work

1 e c ^pump.eva ^wall.evi

U + Ucompr pump , a

( 1 )

CtSi *WFi +CtS2 *WF2 +CtS3 *WF3

hr/3.413
+ AT*UA

torque * speed * 63025 CtSp^^p
„

* '^Fp^.^p^

+

2546.05 hr/3.413

where

:

^eiec ~ Resistance heat inside evaporator calorimeter, W

qpump.eva ~ Evaporator water loop pump power, W

q^aii eva ~ Heat gain through evaporator calorimeter wall, W

^compr ~ Compressor d3mamometer power, W

'^pump.s = Solution pump power, W
Cts = Watthour meter counts during test period

16



WF = Function for converting watthour meter counts to watts
hr = Length of test, h
AT = Calorimeter internal -external temperature difference, “F

TTA = Calorimeter overall thermal conductivity, W/®F
torque = Dynameter torque

,
inch-pounds

speed = Dynameter speed, revolutions per minute

The absolute error of the quantity N=f (uj^ ,U2 .Ug
,

. . . Uj, ) is given by

df df af
AN = Au^ + AU2 + . . . + Au^-—

Su^ au2

This form of the error equation gives the largest error that is possible and

shows which variables exert the strongest influence on the accuracy of the

overall result. The relative error is

given by

AN
= * 100 (3)

N

The highest calculated relative error in COP that occurred was 8%. The relative

errors at the three test capacities, 5300 Btu/hr, 9000 Btu/hr and 16500

Btu/h are approximately 8.0%, 5.2% and 2.9%, respectively. Calculation

details for Figure 10 are given in the Appendix.

The relative error is insensitive to changes in speed but strongly affected

by evaporator capacity. This is because accuracy of measuring the capacity

of the evaporator is worse than the accuracy of measuring the speed.
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Compressor Speed, rpm

Figure 10: Relative errors in COP measurement.

6. Test Results

6.1 Compressor Mechanical Losses

These compressor loss tests were run after the cycle evaluation tests

described later in this report when it was observed that compressor efficiency

was greatly reduced at high concentrations of Rll. However, understanding

of the cycle evaluation tests is easier if this topic is covered first.

To evaluate the compressor mechanical losses (friction losses) the compressor

power was measured while operating in vacuum for a short time for increasing

and decreasing speeds. The result is shown in Figure 11. The graph shows

an approximately linear function (regression yields an exponent of 1.3)

between speed and mechanical losses.
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Figure 11: Compressor friction loss.

COMPOSITION. % R22

Figure 12: Compressor efficiency vs. composition (experimental data).
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The inadequacies of measuring compressor mechanical losses by measuring

power input when operating in a vacuum should be noted. The bearing loads

would be expected to increase with pressure ratio and be at a minimum under

this no=load condition. On the other hand, cylinder wall friction would be

expected to increase at this no-refrigerant-flow test condition since there

would be no oil mist carry over in circulating refrigerant. In summation,

there are shortcomings in this test procedure; however, it is all that can

be done to measure mechanical losses without severely modifying the compressor.

The fairly constant resulting corrected efficiency (Figure 13) suggests it

is a useful approach.

Compressor tests do not show great variation in mechanical efficiency as a

fraction of total capacity when they are run with a pure component at

different speeds and the corresponding capacities. In such a case, capacity

and mechanical losses increase in nearly the same ratio, and therefore, there

is little effect on their ratio [3]. When running mixture tests at constant

capacity the speed of the compressor is different for each mixture.

Therefore, the mechanical losses change with speed while the capacity

remains the same

.

The efficiency of the compressor has been calculated for several tests. The

compressor efficiency is defined as:

isentropic work
compressor efficiency = — (4)

shaft power

The results are shown in Figure 12.
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The compressor efficiency can be seen to change from approximately 35% for

pure Rll to 70% for pure R22. To evaluate the influence of compressor

mechanical loss, the compressor efficiency was redefined as:

isentropic work
cor. compressor efficiency = (5)

shaft power - mechanical loss

Figure 13 shows the graph of mechanical loss corrected compressor efficiency

as a function of mixture composition.

Figure 13: Compressor efficiency vs. composition (experimental data corrected

for mechanical losses)

.

The graph shows a comparatively constant corrected compressor efficiency

band ranging from 65% to 80%. Similar results are shown in Table I in which

data for the pure refrigerants R12 and R114 taken from [3] are compared to
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the pure R22 and Rll data of this report. This indicates the strong

influence of mechanical loss effects on system efficiency for changing

mixture compositions.

Table I: Compressor Efficiency for pure R22, R12, R114, and Rll.

Refrigerant 22 12 114 11

System Capacity, Btu/h 14,170 18,400 7030 5300
Dynamometer Power, Wq

,

Btu/h 2740 4200 2020 2360
System COP 5.17 4.38 3.48 2.25
Comp. Suction Pressure, psia 104.5 59.5 17.1 8.2

Comp. Suction Temperature, ®F 60.3 55.7 65.1 77.0
Comp. Discharge Pressure, psia 146.9 164.2 63.4 30.0
Isentropic Work on Refrigerant, Wg

,
Btu/h 1945 2730 1050 755

Comp. Speed, rpm 504 1130 1200 2180
Volumetric Capacity, Btu/revolution 28.1 16.3 5,9 2.4
Mechanical Loss, Wl

,

Btu/h, Figure 11 155 530 570 1165
Efficiency, Wg/Wp

,
equation 4 .71 .65 .52 .32

Corrected Efficiency, Wg/CWQ-W^), equation 5 .75 .74 .72 .63

This approach to handling compressor efficiency (equation 5) was previously

presented in [10] as a means for correcting experimental data for purposes of

comparison. The logic behind this approach depends on three basic assumptions.

First, constant isentropic efficiency in the compression process. Second,

that the isentropes are parallel/on the p-h diagram. Third, that the shaft

work into the cycle can be represented as heating the refrigerant before

compression with the heat equivalent of the compressor mechanical losses

followed by the work of compression.

These assumptions are illustrated in Figure 14. An ideal vapor compression

cycle with isentropic compression is represented as afgb. A nonisentropic

compression process is represented by replacing gb with gc. Mechanical losses

are represented by gh. Compression after addition of the heat of mechanical
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losses is represented isentropicaily as hd and nonisentropically as he.

Constant isentropic efficiency implies that the isentropic and nonisentropic

compression curves diverge at the same fixed rate for both beg and deh. If

this is the case, be will equal de. The shaft work into the cycle is ge. If

the isentropes are parallel and be equals de (as was above presumed)
,
then gc

will equal ge minus gh. Thus, equation 5 is a good approximation of the

isentropic efficiency, gb/gc.

ENTHALPY
Figure 14: Pressure-enthalpy representation of compressor mechanical losses.

In summary, the argument is being presented in this section that piston

compressor efficiency is better modeled by equation 5 in conjunction with

Figure 11 than it would be modeled by the traditional approach of a constant

ratio of isentropic work to the actual work on the refrigerant multiplied by a

constant mechanical efficiency. The experimental validation of this argument,

i.e., an approximately constant equation 5 efficiency, while it employed a

wide range of refrigerants, is limited to one compressor. Other compressor
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designs with higher jacket loss or of different design (rotary, scroll, screw,

and especially centrifugal) would be expected to perform differently.

The result of the discussed compressor mechanical losses is inherently low system

efficiency when operating with a low capacity refrigerant (in this case mixtures

rich in Rll). It does not matter whether constant speed or variable speed

operation is employed. In the former case the mechanical loss stays constant

and the capacity is reduced. In the latter case, the capacity would stay the

same but the mechanical loss would be increased.

6.2 Vapor Compression Cycle

1. COP versus Composition

The results for the vapor compression cycle run under the conditions as

described in chapters 3 and 4 ("Test Apparatus" and "Test Procedure") are

shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15:

data)
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Figure 15 shows no difference in performance for the cycle working with or

without internal heat exchange. This is consistent with the nonlinear

temperature versus enthalpy relationship in the two-phase region of this

refrigerant mixture. At high concentrations of R22, the temperature enthalpy

curve was essentially flat at low qualities resulting in little temperature

change with increased subcooling. At low concentrations of R22, there was a

high but nonlinear temperature gradient at low qualities resulting in a lower

temperature but increased irreversibilities with increased subcooling. At

intermediate concentrations of R22, glide matching was so poor as to obviate

any effect from this cycle modification. Thus, only one line is drawn into

this graph regardless of internal heat exchange

.

The COP improved by 19% at a composition of approximately 84% R22/16% Rll in

comparison to the pure refrigerant R22 which is represented in the graph by a

horizontal line. For this highest efficiency composition the temperature

glide of the evaporator water loop and the refrigerant mixture nearly matched.

With an increasing amount of Rll the efficiency decreases to a value substantially

under the horizontal line of the pure R22 COP due to mismatch of the temperature

profiles. The second maximum, as predicted in Figure 5, is not discernible.

The cycle employing pure Rll has the lowest efficiency of the whole composition

range

.

In the ideal cycle the temperature glides of the refrigerant mixture in

evaporator and condenser perfectly match the temperature glides of the heat

source and heat sink. Under the given conditions for all tests with the

mixture R22/R11 it was not possible to match the temperature glide in evaporator
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and conaensei: cil. die aemie time. The evaporator conditions were carefully

monitored. At matching temperature glides between the working fluid and the

heat source the temperature profiles in the condenser mismatch. This mismatch

results in a lower efficiency and causes a small shift of the highest COP

toward a different composition since the optimum composition is the one which

minimizes the irreversibilities in both evaporator and condenser.

There are three primary reasons for the poor performance of the vapor compression

cycle using a mixture high in Rll. Their effects are shown separately and

cumulatively by computer simulation in Figure 16. First* is pressure drop.

The constant heat flux test criteria [9] was met by increasing compressor

speed but the resulting pressure drops in the refrigerant piping were not

compensated for by size increases. Second, is nonlinearity of enthalpy and

entropy as a function of temperature in the two-phase region as exemplified in

Figures 3b and 3c. This prevents full advantage being taken of glide matching.

Third, is compressor efficiency changes which were felt to be caused by

changing mechanical efficiency as discussed in Section 6.1 which greatly

lowers the Rll end of the efficiency curve.

The close agreement between the computer simulation with these corrections

and the experimental data indicates that these are the primary non- idealities

which are present and which must be added to a simple computer model for

prediction of mixture performance. The model used to generate Figure 16 was
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Figure 16: Comparison of computer simulation to experimental vapor compression

cycle data.

not predictive for this project since the experimental compressor mechanical losses

and measured test pressure drops were used as inputs. It is, however, hoped

that it can be so used in the future.

6.3 Single Solution Circuit Cycle

Figure 17 shows efficiency versus composition for the single solution circuit

cycle in comparison to the normal vapor compression cycle. Each single

solution circuit cycle data point in Figure 17 represents the highest efficiency

test of a series of three to five tests at different solution pump speeds for

each nominal concentration. For the single solution circuit cycle different

mixture compositions occur in the heat exchanger and condenser liquid line.
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test of a series of three to five tests at different solution pump speeds for

each nominal concentration. For the single solution circuit cycle different

mixture compositions occur in the heat exchanger and condenser liquid line,

the solution pump line and the compressor suction line. For ail graphs the

composition occurring in the heat exchangers and condenser liquid line was

chosen as the abscissa.

Figure 17: Comparison of COP vs. composition for the single solution

circuit cycle to that of the conventional vapor compression cycle.

In the middle range of composition the efficiency is substantially improved.

The highest COP is obtained by a mixture high in R22 for the conventional vapor

compression cycle not using the solution pump. This corresponds to the right

hand peak and divergence point between the two cycles of Figure 5. The

improved efficiency in the middle range is due to better matching of the
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temperature glide in the heat sink and heat source as well as to a lower

comr»rp»j?55or sneed. By matching the temperature glide the irreversibilities

Figure 18 are reduced, and suction pressure and, hence, capacity are increased

(see Figure 3). The compressor speed is reduced to compensate for this inherently

higher capacity resulting in reduced pressure drop and compressor frictional

losses

.

Figure 18 shows three different temperature profiles of the evaporator while

changing the pump speed for a constant initial refrigerant charge. First, at

low pump speed the temperature glide is too large causing unnecessary losses

due to irreversibilities. Decreasing the temperature glide increases the

efficiency. The maximum COP is obtained for a temperature glide similar to

the evaporator temperature glide. A further glide decrease results in again

smaller efficiency values. The best efficiency value is plotted into the

graph of efficiency versus composition, Figure 17.

The solution pump can only improve glide matching by decreasing (not increasing)

the refrigerant temperature glide. For a composition high in either Rll or

R22 where the temperature glide is already less than desired it would be

illogical to use the solution pump. Therefore, the solution circuit cycle is

presumed to run as a vapor compression cycle at these extreme concentrations

in Figures 17 and 19.

As shown in Figure 19, the improvement of the efficiency by employing the

solution pump is negligible for a given volumetric capacity (as opposed to a given

composition as shown in Figure 17). Referring to Figures 5 and 7, the
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Figure 18: Evaporator temperature profiles for various solution pump speeds.
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Figure 19: Comparison of COP vs. capacity/revoiution for the single solution

circuit cycle to that of the normal vapor compression cycle.

7. Discussion

The application of the single solution circuit cycle that was to be demonstrated

in this test series was the disassociation of glide from composition allowing

simultaneous glide matching for high steady- state efficiency and composition

shifting to reduce cycling losses. The cycle was demonstrated to be capable

of this disassociation. However, it was demonstrated that composition

shifting to significantly unload the compressor was an inefficient capacity control

strategy. The use of this cycle to provide glide matching still has merit.

Inefficiency at light load (i.e. at high Rll concentrations) was caused by

increased system pressure drop, nonlinearity of refrigerant enthalpy as a

function of temperature in the two-phase region, and compressor frictional losses

(mechanical efficiency)

.
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High system pressure drop at light loads was a result of the constant capacity

test criteria desired as an aid to analysis. When pressure drop appeared

excessive the compressor speed was, however, reduced. An actual system would

be expected to operate with properly sized refrigerant lines and this problem

would, hence, be eliminated.

Nonlinearity of refrigerant enthalpy as a function of temperature in the two-

phase region reduced gains possible by glide matching to the sensible water

heat source and sink. High glide binary refrigerants are inherently nonlinear.

It would appear best, when the heat source and sink are linear fluids, to use

binary refrigerants only for low glide applications and to use ternary or

higher order refrigerants when high glides are desired.

The final and most serious (greatest in magnitude) nonideality, compressor

mechanical losses, is not so easily disposed of. It is inherent in piston

compressors (as was tested) . For this reason, capacity modulation by composition

shifting cannot be a recommended procedure for compressor unloading where

efficiency is a concern. Conversely, composition shifting to increase loading,

as for low temperature heat pump operation, remains highly recommended as

discussed in [5].

As stated, this cycle has demonstrated an ability to match glide and would,

therefore, be of use in applications where glide changed substantially with

load. In such an application the refrigerant should be selected for best

glide matching and capacity control to match reduced loads should be done by

conventional means (compressor cycling or speed variation)

.
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8. Conclusions

The single solution cycle demonstrated an ability to reduce refrigerant glide

by solution pump speed variation as intended. This allows glide matching and

system efficiency improvement without changing the composition of the circulating

refrigerant by distillation.

An efficiency improvement of 19% over pure R22 was demonstrated at the chosen

test conditions using the nonazeotropic refrigerant mixture R22/R11 in the

basic vapor compression cycle.

Capacity reduction for matching light loads by composition shifting was

demonstrated to be an inefficient control strategy as a result of compressor

friction (mechanical efficiency)

.

A high nonlinearity of enthalpy as a function of temperature in the two-

phase region was observed in the mixture tested, R22/R11. Theoretical

considerations indicate that this is inherent in high glide binary refrigerant

mixtures

.

9 . Future Work

The ability of the single solution circuit cycle to improve the efficiency of

a system in which glide varies with load and system unloading is assumed to be

provided by conventional means should be investigated using a highly linear

refrigerant mixture known to have good efficiency in the compressor type used

for the study.
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Appendix: Error Analysis Equations

ine partial aitterentiais of equation (1) for equation (2) are

df

5hr
(hr)^ * kg +

hr

df

5 torque

+ k.

hr torque

kg +
hr

df

Sspeed

hr
+ kr

speed

kg +
K

hr

af

acts-

WFi * 3.413/hr

K + k4/hr

af

acts.

WF2 * 3.413/hr

k2 + k^/hr

af

acts-

WFg * 3.413/hr

WF,pump ,

s

* 3.413/hr

pump ,

s

kg + k./hr

af UA

a (AT) kg + ^/hr
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with

- 3.A1? * (CtSi*WFi + CtS 2 *WF2 + CtS
3
*WF

3 ), Btu/h

k2 = UA * AT, Btu/h

63025

k, = torque * speed *
, Btu/h

2546.05

K = Ct:sp„„p_, * WFp„„p,. * 3.413, Btu/h

WF^ = 19.50, W/count WF2 = 20.00, W/count

WF
3 = 1.024, W/count ~ -05449, W/count

UA = 13.5, Btu/h"F

The absolute errors have been taken from manufacturers' catalogues. The

values are

:

ACtSi 2,3 = 1 Ct

^OtSp^nip
, s

= 1 Ct

Atorque = 1 inlb

Aspeed = 5 Rpm

Ahr = 1/36000

A(AT) = 0.5‘’F

With these equations and the test results the values of Figure 10 have been
calculated.
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